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The Polish Revolution Solidarity
How did the fall of communism and the subsequent transition to capitalism in
Eastern Europe affect the people who experienced it? And how did their anger
affect the quality of the democratic systems that have emerged? Poland offers a
particularly provocative case, for it was here where workers most famously
seemed to have won, thanks to the role of the Solidarity trade union. And yet,
within a few short years, they had clearly lost. An oppressive communist regime
gave way to a capitalist society that embraced economic and political inequality,
leaving many workers frustrated and angry. Their leaders first ignored them, then
began to fear them, and finally tried to marginalize them. In turn, workers rejected
their liberal leaders, opening the way for right-wing nationalists to take control of
Solidarity. Ost tells a fascinating story about the evolution of postcommunist
society in Eastern Europe. Informed by years of fieldwork in Polish factory towns,
scores of interviews with workers, labor activists, and politicians, and an
exhaustive reading of primary sources, his new book gives voice to those who
have not been heard. But even more, Ost proposes a novel theory about the role
of anger in politics to show why such voices matter, and how they profoundly
affect political outcomes. Drawing on Poland's experiences, Ost describes
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lessons relevant to democratization throughout Eastern Europe and to
democratic theory in general.
A brilliant, haunting, and profoundly original portrait of the defining tragedy of our
time. In this epic history of extermination and survival, Timothy Snyder presents a
new explanation of the great atrocity of the twentieth century, and reveals the
risks that we face in the twenty-first. Based on new sources from eastern Europe
and forgotten testimonies from Jewish survivors, Black Earth recounts the mass
murder of the Jews as an event that is still close to us, more comprehensible
than we would like to think, and thus all the more terrifying. The Holocaust began
in a dark but accessible place, in Hitler's mind, with the thought that the
elimination of Jews would restore balance to the planet and allow Germans to
win the resources they desperately needed. Such a worldview could be realized
only if Germany destroyed other states, so Hitler's aim was a colonial war in
Europe itself. In the zones of statelessness, almost all Jews died. A few people,
the righteous few, aided them, without support from institutions. Much of the new
research in this book is devoted to understanding these extraordinary individuals.
The almost insurmountable difficulties they faced only confirm the dangers of
state destruction and ecological panic. These men and women should be
emulated, but in similar circumstances few of us would do so. By overlooking the
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lessons of the Holocaust, Snyder concludes, we have misunderstood modernity
and endangered the future. The early twenty-first century is coming to resemble
the early twentieth, as growing preoccupations with food and water accompany
ideological challenges to global order. Our world is closer to Hitler's than we like
to admit, and saving it requires us to see the Holocaust as it was --and ourselves
as we are. Groundbreaking, authoritative, and utterly absorbing, Black Earth
reveals a Holocaust that is not only history but warning.
Be Not Afraid: the Polish (R)evolution, "Solidarity" is an introduction to the Polish
non-violent resistance movement, "Solidarity." As distinguished British historian
Timothy Garton Ash has explained: Solidarity was "the icebreaker for the end of
the Cold War." Solidarity involved ten million people over a period of ten years. It
freed Poland from Soviet domination. It contributed greatly to the collapse of
communism in Eastern Europe in 1989 and to the fall of the Soviet Union in
1991. It killed precisely no one.Be Not Afraid: the Polish (R)evolution, "Solidarity"
takes a complex topic and makes it accessible. Jokes, poems, and songs provide
refreshing and illuminating pauses in the narrative. Brief, imagined eyewitness
accounts arouse interest. Almost 100 archival photos document this almost
unbelievable story.
What has happened in Poland? Poland has erupted four times in the last twenty
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five years, but only the events of 1980 have had comprehensive media coverage.
As a result, many questions have been raised in the minds of Western observers.
How were such changes possible? What forces lay behind them? In what way
did the workers' strike relate to the demands for political democracy? Although a
colourful and vivid eye-witness account of the 1980 upheavals, it is to these
questions that Neal Ascherson's brilliant and thoughtful analysis mainly
addresses itself. Viewing the situation in perspective, he argues that the Polish
working class has brought about a controlled revolution, but is not intent on
taking power for itself: the real heirs to the gains of 1980 and 1981 are likely to be
the intelligentsia, in or out of the Communist Party. It is this social and political
ferment that poses fundamental questions about the future of the whole Soviet
system in Eastern Europe.
As the most populous country in Eastern Europe as well as the birthplace of the
largest anticommunist dissident movement, Poland is crucial in understanding
the end of the Cold War. During the 1980s, both the United States and the Soviet
Union vied for influence over Poland's politically tumultuous steps toward
democratic revolution. In this groundbreaking history, Gregory F. Domber
examines American policy toward Poland and its promotion of moderate voices
within the opposition, while simultaneously addressing the Soviet and European
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influences on Poland's revolution in 1989. With a cast including Reagan,
Gorbachev, and Pope John Paul II, Domber charts American support of
anticommunist opposition groups--particularly Solidarity, the underground
movement led by future president Lech Wa&322;&281;sa--and highlights the
transnational network of Polish emigres and trade unionists that kept the
opposition alive. Utilizing archival research and interviews with Polish and
American government officials and opposition leaders, Domber argues that the
United States empowered a specific segment of the Polish opposition and
illustrates how Soviet leaders unwittingly fostered radical, pro-democratic change
through their policies. The result is fresh insight into the global impact of the
Polish pro-democracy movement.
Solidarity and Contention deftly reconstructs the networks of protest in
Communist Poland to show how waves of dissent during the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s left an organizational residue that both instructed and enabled Solidarity
and, ultimately, the Polish revolution. Using newly available documentary
sources, Maryjane Osa shows how political challengers developed an ideological
formula to facilitate coalition building.
Twenty five interviews with workers and intellectual allies of Solidarity.
Examines the rise of the working class labor party which was formed August, 1980, in Poland,
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and looks at the impact this organization had on the fall of the Berlin Wall
The Polish crisis in the early 1980s provoked a great deal of reaction in the West. Not only
governments, but social movements were also touched by the changes. This book analyzes
Western European social reaction to the Independent Self-governing Trade Union Solidarnosc,
Revealing how many unionists hesitated between dZtente and workers' rights, between
Atlantic cold warriors and European cooperation. It provides new insights relevant to historians
dealing with the Cold War, Labor, and European integration.
"An insider's account of the Polish Solidarity Movement that concisely explains the spirituality,
philosophy, and social thinking of the most significant human rights movement of our
time"--Jacket.
Poland and Russia have a long relationship that encompasses centuries of mutual
antagonism, war, and conquest. The twentieth century has been particularly intense, including
world wars, revolution, massacres, national independence, and decades of communist rule—for
both countries. Since the collapse of communism, historians in both countries have struggled
to come to grips with this difficult legacy. This pioneering study, prepared by the semi-official
Polish-Russian Group on Difficult Matters, is a comprehensive effort to document and fully
disclose the major conflicts and interrelations between the two nations from 1918 to 2008,
events that have often been avoided or presented with a strong political bias. This is the
English translation of this major study, which has received acclaim for its Polish and Russian
editions. The chapters offer parallel histories by prominent Polish and Russian scholars who
recount each country’s version of the event in question. Among the topics discussed are the
1920 Polish-Russian war, the origins of World War II and the notorious Hitler-Stalin pact, the
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infamously shrouded Katyn massacre, the communization of Poland, Cold War relations, the
Solidarity movement and martial law, and the renewed relations of contemporary Poland and
Russia.
This book provides a groundbreaking analysis of democratization in Poland by placing
Solidarity in the context of the major democratic upheavals of modernity: the French and
American Revolutions. This study undertakes the first full historical comparison of the Polish
movement with the ideals and institutions of democracy achieved in the last three centuries.
Race, Class, and the Civil Rights Movement is a unique sociohistorical analysis of the civil
rights movement. In it, Jack M. Bloom analyzes the interaction between the economy and
political systems in the South, which led to racial stratification. Praise for the first edition: "A
unique sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement, analyzing the interaction between
the economy and political systems in the South, which led to racial stratification. An intriguing
look at the interplay of race and class, this work is both scholarly and jargon-free. A
sophisticated study."–Library Journal "This is an exciting book combining dramatic episodes
with an insightful analysis.The use of concepts of class is subtle and effective." –Peter N.
Stearns "Ambitious and wide-ranging." –Georgia Historical Quarterly "Excellent historical
analysis." –North Carolina Historical Review "Historians should welcome this book. A wellwritten, jargon-free interpretive synthesis, it relates impersonal political-economic forces to the
human actors who were shaped by them and, in turn, helped shape them . . . . This refreshing
study reminds us how much the American dilemma of race has been complicated by problems
of class." –American Historical Review "A broad historical sweep . . . . Skillfully surveys key
areas of historiographical debate and succinctly summarizes a good deal of recent secondary
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literature." –Journal of Southern History "Bloom does a masterful job of presenting the major
structural and psychological interpretations associated with the Civil Rights Movement. . . . It
will make an excellent general text to welcome undergraduates and reintroduce old-timers to
the social ferment that surrounded the civil rights movement." –Contemporary Sociology
In 1980, workers in Gdansk won from their communist rulers the right to form independent
trade unions. In this eyewitness account, Ash describes the defiance of the strikers, the
emergence of Lech Walesa and the declaration of martial law.
Assembles material from ten years of interviews with the women behind the Polish
Democratization movement - women whose massive contributions were obscured by the more
public successes of their male counterparts. This work reveals the story of how these brave
women ran Solidarity and the main opposition newspaper, "Tygodnik Mazowsze".
Examines the 1980 Solidarity revolution in Poland, the government's subsequent
establishment of martial law in response, in 1981, and the eventual transition to democracy in
1989.
Jack M. Bloom presents a moving account of how an opposition developed and triumphed in
communist Poland, showing the perspectives and experiences of the participants, while often
letting them recount their own stories and explain their thinking.
An analysis of Solidarity from it origins in the Polish "new left" to the union's resurgence in
1988-89.
Poland: Solidarity: Walesa is a three-chapter book that details the life and significant
contribution of Lech Walesa of Poland. Lech Walesa is the leader of an independent labor
organization - Solidarity. The book begins with the background of crisis in Poland. The
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peaceful revolution is then described. The last chapter elaborates on the concept of Lech
Walesa as the symbol of Polish August.
Traces the history of the Polish trade union, Solidarity, and describes the economic and social
conditions in modern Poland
The dramatic, untold story of one of the CIA’s most successful Cold War intelligence
operations. December, 1981—the CIA receives word that the Polish government has cut
telephone communications with the West and closed the Polish border. The agency’s leaders
quickly inform President Ronald Reagan, who is enjoying a serene weekend at Camp David.
Within hours, Prime Minister Wojciech Jaruzelski has appeared on Polish national television to
announce the establishment of martial law. A new era in Cold War politics has begun:
Washington and Moscow are on a collision course. In this gripping narrative history, Seth G.
Jones reveals the little-known story of the CIA’s subsequent operations in Poland, which
produced a landmark victory for democracy during the Cold War. While the Soviet-backed
Polish government worked to crush a budding liberal opposition movement, the CIA began a
sophisticated intelligence campaign, code-named QRHELPFUL, that supported dissident
groups. The most powerful of these groups was Solidarity, a trade union that swelled to a
membership of ten million and became one of the first legitimate anti-Communist opposition
movements in Eastern Europe. With President Reagan’s support, the CIA provided money
that helped Solidarity print newspapers, broadcast radio programs, and conduct a wide-ranging
information warfare campaign against the Soviet-backed government. QRHELPFUL proved
vital in establishing a free and democratic Poland. Long overlooked by CIA historians and
Reagan biographers, the story of QRHELPFUL features an extraordinary cast of
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characters—including spymaster Bill Casey, CIA officer Richard Malzahn, Polish-speaking CIA
case officer Celia Larkin, Solidarity leader Lech Walesa, and Pope John Paul II. Based on indepth interviews and recently declassified evidence, A Covert Action celebrates a decisive
victory over tyranny for U.S. intelligence behind the Iron Curtain, one that prefigured the Soviet
collapse.

In Recovering Solidarity, Gerald J. Beyer provides a contextualized theological and
ethical treatment of the idea of solidarity. He focuses particularly on the Polish Solidarity
movement of the 1980s and the ways in which that movement originally embodied but,
during the country's transformation to a capitalist democratic society, soon abandoned
this important aspect of the Catholic social tradition. Using Poland as a case study,
Beyer explores the obstacles to promoting an ethic of solidarity in contemporary
capitalist societies and attempts to demonstrate how the moral revolution of the early
Solidarity movement can be revived, both in its country of origin and around the world.
Recovering Solidarity is widely interdisciplinary, utilizing Catholic social tradition,
philosophical ethics, developmental economics, poverty research, gender studies, and
sociology. It will appeal to those interested in the problems of poverty and justice.
"Recovering Solidarity raises an eloquent, much needed challenge for all nations today,
both developed and developing. Beyer paints a poignant picture of how the inspiring
movement that brought freedom to Poland died at the hands of supporters of unlimited
market freedom. Solidarity and participation remain essential ethical supports for true
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freedom, and will be indispensable to addressing the new poverty in Poland today.
Required reading for all concerned with the role of the market throughout the post-1989
world." --David Hollenbach, S.J., Boston College "Recovering Solidarity uses a
multidisciplinary approach to probe Poland's resistance movement for a deeper
understanding of the potential of solidarity in modern society. This book shines a light
on the contradictions of the phenomenon--both in our understanding of what it means to
act 'in solidarity' and in the development of Poland's social movement. Beyer's
sophisticated and subtle treatment of the dimensions of poverty in contemporary
Poland helps the reader understand its broader implications." -- Maryjane Osa,
Northwestern University "This volume is enormously valuable in the classroom. No
other book grounds a theological and ethical discussion of solidarity in the lived history
of the Polish Solidarity movement, a history that includes the collision of the ideals of
solidarity with the neoliberal economic programs enacted by the Solidarnosc
government when it came to power. The book leaves students facing Poland's stark
problem, and our own: how to act upon solidarity in an economy that systematically
obscures our mutual interdependence and the common good." --Vincent J. Miller,
University of Dayton
Polish Solidarity was a phenomenon combining a trade union, a social movement and
general ideas of freedom and solidarity. Led by Lech Walesa it contributed greatly to
the evolution of the old system and to its final collapse in 1989, followed then by the
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end of the communist regimes in all of Central Europe. Today we celebrate the
25&ltSUP>th anniversary of these peaceful revolutions. What is left of Solidarity? What
is still important? How did it evolve and how did it contribute to the collapse of the old
system, and to the building of the new? These are the questions the authors, leading
specialists on social movements, institutions, structures and social change address in
this book.
In the 1980s and 90s, renowned Polish economist Tadeusz Kowalik played a leading
role in the Solidarity movement, struggling alongside workers for an alternative to
"really-existing socialism" that was cooperative and controlled by the workers
themselves. In the ensuing two decades, "really-existing" socialism has collapsed,
capitalism has been restored, and Poland is now among the most unequal countries in
the world. Kowalik asks, how could this happen in a country that once had the largest
and most militant labor movement in Europe? This book takes readers inside the
debates within Solidar.
"For both academic analysts and political activists, this book offers useful lessons from
the Polish experience with anti-politics and neocorporatism." --Political Science
Quarterly Based on extensive use of primary sources, this book provides an analysis of
Solidarity, from its ideological origins in the Polish "new left," through the dramatic
revolutionary months of 1980-81, and up to the union's remarkable resurgence in
1988-89, when it sat down with the government to negotiate Poland's future. David Ost
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focuses on what Solidarity is trying to accomplish and why it is likely that the movement
will succeed. He traces the conflict between the ruling Communist Party and the
opposition, Solidarity's response to it, and the resulting reforms. Noting that Poland is
the one country in the world where "radicals of ‘68" came to be in a position to
negotiate with a government about the nature of the political system, Ost asks what
Poland tells us about the possibility for realizing a "new left" theory of democracy in the
modern world. As a Fulbright Fellow at Warsaw University and Polish correspondent for
the weekly newspaper In These Times during the Solidarity uprising and a frequent
visitor to Poland since then, David Ost has had access to a great deal of unpublished
material on the labor movement. Without dwelling on the familiar history of August
1980, he offers some of the unfamiliar subtleties--such as the significance of the
Szczecin as opposed to the Gdansk Accord--and shows how they shaped the budding
union's understanding of the conflicts ahead. Unique in its attention to the critical,
formative period following August 1980, this study is the most current and
comprehensive analysis of a movement that continues to transform the nature of East
European society. "In his superb book, ...political scientist David Ost chronicles the
trajectory of the Polish post-war opposition from its roots in the fascist resistance up to
the actions of Solidarity in 19.... [He] astutely bridges academic disciplines,
interweaving social theory with intellectual and political history to explain Solidarity's
raison d'etre.... In an age when definitions of left and right have become obscured,
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Solidarity and the Politics of Anti-Politics stands out at a creative example of left
thought." --In These Times "Ost contributes not only an explication of Polish political
life, but he also presents a vision of democracy applicable to the Western world as a
whole." --Jewish Currents "An invaluable contribution." --Choice
Relates Walesa's rise from the Gdansk shipyard to the presidency and chronicles the
history of Solidarity
This book is not only an explanation of the political dynamic that led to the Polish
"revolution" and the birth of Solidarity in 1980 and 1981 but an extremely important
analysis of postwar East Central Europe. Although intimately involved with various
aspects of Solidarity's activities, Jadwiga Staniszkis maintains a detached and critical
attitutde toward the movement. Dr. Saniszkis was one of seven advisers allowed in the
Gdansk shipyard during the strikes of August 1980, negotiating on behalf of the
workers. Offering interpretations of events made virtually as they were occurring, she is
still able to weave these interpretations into an analytic scheme that is clearly the work
of a profound and original sociologist. The author demonstrates how the authoritarian
regime of Poland succeeded in incorporating and, as it were, domesticating
developments that would be seen by a less astute observer (or by a traditional social
scientist) as disruptive or threatening to the system's stability. Moving beyond analyses
derived from totalitarian and interest group models for the study of "socialist" societies,
she attempts to understand present-day Poland as a corporatist society. A sociologist
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of organizations, she clarifies the intricate system of mechanisms that compensates for
the irrationalities produced by the ideological restrictions of Polish society. Sensitive to
the symbolic manipulation in social control, she analyzes such phenomena as
simulation of interest group representation and ritualization of the periodic crises of the
regime. This work is a major contribution to our understanding of the so-called people's
democracies. Jadwiga Staniszkis received her Ph.D. and habilitation (Docent) in
sociology at the University of Warsaw. Her dissertation, "Pathologies of Organizational
Structure," won the Polish Sociological Association Prize in 1976. Dr. Staniszkis visited
the United States twice, as the fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies and
as a recipient of the Eisenhower Fellowship, Jan T. Gross is the author of Polish
Society under German Occupation (Princeton). Originally published in 1984. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Debunks the pervasive and self-congratulatory myth that our country is proudly founded
by and for immigrants, and urges readers to embrace a more complex and honest
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history of the United States Whether in political debates or discussions about
immigration around the kitchen table, many Americans, regardless of party affiliation,
will say proudly that we are a nation of immigrants. In this bold new book, historian
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz asserts this ideology is harmful and dishonest because it serves
to mask and diminish the US’s history of settler colonialism, genocide, white
supremacy, slavery, and structural inequality, all of which we still grapple with today.
She explains that the idea that we are living in a land of opportunity—founded and built
by immigrants—was a convenient response by the ruling class and its brain trust to the
1960s demands for decolonialization, justice, reparations, and social equality.
Moreover, Dunbar-Ortiz charges that this feel good—but inaccurate—story promotes a
benign narrative of progress, obscuring that the country was founded in violence as a
settler state, and imperialist since its inception. While some of us are immigrants or
descendants of immigrants, others are descendants of white settlers who arrived as
colonizers to displace those who were here since time immemorial, and still others are
descendants of those who were kidnapped and forced here against their will. This
paradigm shifting new book from the highly acclaimed author of An Indigenous
Peoples’ History of the United States charges that we need to stop believing and
perpetuating this simplistic and a historical idea and embrace the real (and often
horrific) history of the United States.
"The list of contributors is impressive withnot a single dull chapter...; the editors are to be
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congratulated for making available such a stimulating and timely, if not timeless, collection" Slavic Review "[T]his is a book that will serve many intellectual tastes and interests, and that
will certainly prove thought provoking for anyone who reads it... I recommend it to anybody
who wants to witness the analythical depth and span with which the meaning of 1989 can be
approached." - Extremism & Democracy The tenth anniversary of the collapse of communism
in Central and Eastern Europe provides the starting point for this thought-provoking analysis.
Between Past and Future reflects upon the past ten years and considers what lies ahead for
the future. An international group of distinguished academics and public intellectuals, including
former dissidents and active politicians, engage in a lively exchange on the antecedents,
causes, contexts, meanings and legacies of the 1989 revolutions. At a crossroads between
past and future, the contributors to this seminal volume address all the crucial issues -- liberal
democracy and its enemies, modernity and discontent, economic reforms and their social
impact, ethnicity, nationalism and religion, geopolitics, electoral systems and political power,
European integration and the tragic demise of Yugoslavia. Based on the results of recent
research on the ideologies behind one of the most dramatic systematic transformations in
world history, and including contributions from some of the world's leading experts, Between
Past and Future is an essential reference book for scholars and students of all levels, policymakers, journalists and the general reader interested in the past and future prospects of
Central & Eastern Europe
The Magic Lantern is one of those rare books that capture history in the making, written by an
author who was witness to some of the most remarkable moments that marked the collapse of
Communism in Eastern Europe. Timothy Garton Ash was there in Warsaw, on 4 June, when
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the communist government was humiliated by Solidarity in the first semi-free elections since
the Second World War. He was there in Budapest, twelve days later, when Imre Nagy - thirtyone years after his execution - was finally given his proper funeral. He was there in Berlin, as
the Wall opened. And most remarkable of all, he was there in Prague, in the back rooms of the
Magic Lantern theatre, with Václav Havel and the members of Civic Forum, as they made their
'Velvet Revolution'.
Why was Poland the first communist regime to collapse? And yet why do many Poles see their
peaceful transition away from communist rule as a sham, rather than a victory? To find
answers to these questions Triggering Communism's Collapse examines the political dynamics
of the Polish transition-a transition that stripped the communist party of its control of the
government, thrust an opposition leader into the premiership, and set off the world-changing
series of communist collapses in the Soviet Bloc. At a time when Poland's economy was
deteriorating, the workers were striking, and the Soviets were vacillating, both the Polish
communist regime and the Solidarity-led opposition formulated certain expectations and acted
upon them. Both sides' expectations soon turned out to be mistaken, but the resulting choices
shaped the course of events in surprising ways. Through elite interviews and archival records,
Castle shows how mistaken expectations resulted in a sudden transfer of power away from the
communist elite and created a new political arena full of surprises. Drastic changes in the
capabilities of key political actors had radically altered the implications of negotiated rules. Yet
these rules went on to change the political landscape itself.
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